Simultaneous Use of 3 D Locking Square Plate and 2 Mm Straight Miniplate for Mandibular Fracture: A Case Report and Review of Literature
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ABSTRACT

Champy plates are becoming more and more accepted for the fixation of simple mandibular fractures. Champy plates have the following advantages over other methods: the plates are small, flexible, easily adaptable and the monocortical screws allow a rapid surgical application. This case report and literature review examined the use of a locking bone plate/screw system for use in mandibular surgery. The use of a locking plate/screw system was found to be simple, and it offers advantages over conventional bone plates by not requiring the plate to be compressed to the bone to provide stability.
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Introduction

With the development of osteosynthesis in maxillofacial surgery different systems have been designed which have become smaller, more simple to handle and avoid extra oral procedures. Meanwhile, Miniplate fixation of mandibular fractures has become a standard treatment. Nevertheless, complications in Miniplate osteosynthesis of the mandible especially in the angular region have been described in up to thirty percent of cases, like movement and loosening of screws following the failure of fracture treatment. Also, plate pressure following disturbance of the blood supply and bone necrosis especially around the screws will lead to loss of plate friction. In order to improve Miniplate osteosynthesis, a new internal Mini-Locking-System has been developed in collaboration with the AO/ASIF-Institute (Davos, Switzerland)¹.

Osteosynthesis with miniaturized screwed plates in maxillofacial surgery was first advocated by MICHELET in 1973. This method made it possible to immobilize the fractured mandible by an intraoral route. Thereafter, CHAMPY demonstrated that monocortical, juxta alveolar,
and subapical osteosynthesis, without compression and intermaxillary fixation, could be used in many types of mandibular fractures. Since the introduction of the Champy miniplate in the treatment of mandibular fractures, the potential and effectiveness of this method have been demonstrated in many clinical studies.

In spite of the encouraging results, some authors have raised doubts as to the functional stability of miniplates, especially for angle fractures. Biomechanical studies have found distraction of the lower border of the mandible when vertical loading forces are applied close to the fracture line. Some authors, therefore, recommend the use of two miniplates one placed at the superior and a second one at the inferior border of the angle region.

Currently, two different types of miniplate systems are available: 3-dimensional miniplates and standard miniplates. The ideal method of treatment of mandibular fractures should aim for perfect anatomic reduction, stable fixation, and painless mobilization of the injured region around its articulation. The use of 3-dimensional (3D) strut plates is one of the methods of fixation that has emerged as a challenge to the Champy technique for the fixation of mandibular fractures and has been the topic of a growing number of clinical studies.

The 3D plates can be considered as a two-plate system, with two miniplates joined by interconnecting crossbars. Their shape is based on the principle of a quadrilateral is a geometrically stable configuration for support. Because the screws are arranged in the configuration of a box on both sides of the fracture, a broadband platform is created, increasing the resistance to twisting and bending the long axis of the plate. There is a simultaneous stabilization of the tension and compression over that of conventional miniplates. Moreover, this system is simple to apply because of its malleability, low profile (reduced palpability), and ease of application (requiring little or no additional contouring).

A Case Report

A 31-year-old male patient reported to Composite hospital, BSF, Srinagar with a chief complaint of pain and reduced mouth opening for 2 days. A patient gives a history of road traffic injury while riding a motorcycle. No history of loss of consciousness, nasal and ear bleed was present. On intraoral clinical examination, occlusion is deranged, step deformity present between 43, 44, 33, 34 and extraorally multiple abrasions are present on the face with step deformity at right and left parasymphysis region. Routine blood investigation was done; OPG and CT scan of a face with 3D reconstruction were advised. Based on radiographic and CT evaluation final diagnosis of bilateral parasymphysis of mandible fracture was made. ORIF under GA was planned using 2mm miniplate and 3 D locking square plates. After getting written consent, the patient was taken up for GA. Nasal intubation was done, after proper painting and draping arch bar was tied to both maxillary and mandibular arches, intraorally both fracture sites were exposed using degloving incision. Occlusion was achieved prior to fixation of two 2 mm miniplate using 6mm and 8mm screws and 3 D locking square plate using 6mm locking screws at the left and right parasymphysis region. Layer wise closure was done. Postoperatively antibiotics and analgesics are prescribed and the patient was kept on IMF for 21 days. Our purpose is to present a case report and review the history of locking plates and the current recommendations for the use of those devices and to look toward future trends in the clinical application of locking plates.
Discussions

Mandibular fractures are common. A variety of different treatment methods for MFs have been described. The key to successful management of these fractures is to understand the principles of the accurate re-establishment of occlusion, fracture reduction, and stable internal fixation.6 The purpose of this review is to verify and evaluate the following: What is the best fixation method with the fewest postoperative complications? Is there a significant difference in the clinical outcomes between standard and 3-dimensional miniplate fixation in the treatment of Mandibular fractures? In general, the results of the review show mandibular fractures treated with 3 D locking miniplates present less short-term complication rates. The low postoperative maxillomandibular fixation rate of using 3 D locking miniplates also indicates that it has a promising application in the treatment of mandibular fractures.

Kroon et al. (1991)7 reported that the Champy miniplate fixation technique provides excellent results in terms of open and close movements of the jaw but cannot reliably stabilize the fixation during lateral movements of the mandible. Levy et al. (1991)8 observed a significantly higher rate of complications in patients with mandibular angle fractures who were treated with one miniplate compared to patients whose fractures were fixed.
with two miniplates. Several studies conclude that the placement of a second miniplate in the caudal region of the mandibular angle results in higher stability and is a reliable and effective technique (Choi et al.\textsuperscript{9}, 1995; Fox and Kellman\textsuperscript{10}, 2003). In 2013, Chrcanovic\textsuperscript{11} found that the use of two miniplates provides greater biomechanical stability and prevents lateral displacement or even opening of the inferior fracture gap.

Miniplate osteosynthesis can be optimized only if the advantages of available techniques are combined. For example, fracture treatment with a single plate is associated with less tissue trauma and shorter operating times, whereas two plates improve torsional stiffness. When a locking screw is inserted through a locking plate, a tight and permanent connection is created on the basis of the principle of cold welding. The locking system offers the benefits of multidirectional screw placement, which means that screws can be inserted at different angles and thus facilitate in particular the management of complex fractures (Wolter\textsuperscript{12}, 1999). Several clinical studies have shown that mandibular fractures treated with locking miniplates and standard plates present similar short-term complication rates; however, locking miniplates offer significant advantages over conventional plating systems since they provide higher stability and do not require precise adaptation (Collins et al.\textsuperscript{13}, 2004; Singh et al.\textsuperscript{14}, 2011; Kumar et al.\textsuperscript{15}, 2015).

According to a study conducted by Dhananjay H Barde et al.\textsuperscript{16} for comparing the efficacy of 3D plates over Champy’s miniplates in mandibular anterior fractures, it was concluded that the fixation of fractures in the anterior region of the mandible with 3D plates provided better three-dimensional stability probably due to the geometric configuration and had lesser rates of infection and morbidity postoperatively. They also made a note that probably the most common limitation was the use of excessive implant material, but concluded that they are comparatively better alternative to Champy's miniplates. In this present study, another disadvantage that was observed was the increased cost that had to be borne by the patient, but the surgeon was well aware of this extra cost that was borne by the patient and it was also taken into consideration while choosing the sample for this study. The other disadvantage was the broad size of the 3D titanium plate which makes it difficult to use in atrophic mandible, as manipulation and fixation of these plates could have possibly resulted in pathological fractures\textsuperscript{17}.

In another study conducted by Bipin S. Sadhwani et al.\textsuperscript{18} in 2014, comparing conventional 2.0 mm miniplates and 3D plates for the management of mandibular fractures, they found that the 3D plates had lower postoperative complications in terms of morbidity and infection. In 2011, Mohit Agarwal et al.\textsuperscript{19} conducted a study comparing the efficacy of 2-mm locking miniplates and 2-mm standard miniplates in the management of mandibular fractures based on improvement in various clinical parameters and bite force measurement. They concluded that the use of locking miniplates for the purpose of fixation in the management of mandibular fractures was comparatively more efficacious in terms of better plate adaptation, stability, minimal compromise of the periosteal blood supply, along with the advantage of increased postoperative bite force measurements. There is not much difference in the armamentarium for the locking system as it requires only a few minor additions.

Computerized tomography (CT) has been found superior to plain radiography as it improves understanding of the nature of mandibular fractures. It provides more information regarding
fracture displacement and comminution and may visualize injuries that are otherwise missed. CT has been used for measuring bone density to determine the quality of bone at implant site, quality of newly formed bone after alveolar distraction, bone healing after BSSO, and bone healing after fracture fixation. Many studies measured inter-ramus distance on 3D CT to assess the stability of the proximal bony segments after bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO).

E. A. Al-Moraissi et al showed the 3D miniplate to have complication rates comparable to those of standard miniplates. A systematic review and meta-analysis of six studies comparing 3D geometric plates to miniplates placed according to Champy's principles were recently published. It was concluded that there is a lower complication rate with the use of 3D miniplate fixation in comparison with the use of standard miniplate fixation in the management of mandibular fractures. This could be attributed in part to the small sample size of the present study and also to the fact that previous studies have not included hardware palpability as a complication.

The advantage of the 3D plates is that they provide improved mechanical stability as compared to the conventional mini-plates, although that additional stability may be lost in the case of oblique fractures. The reason for this is that in oblique fractures it is difficult to reconcile all the recommendations for an ideal fixation using a device that consists of horizontal bars and vertical bars parallel to the fracture line. This may explain the differences in resistance encountered among the fixation devices in this study according to the type of fracture. The principles and utilization of 3D miniplates in mandibular fractures have not yet been fully established. In a recent research survey among 104 American and European dental surgeons belonging to the Association for Osteosynthesis/Association for the Study of Internal Fixation (AO/ASIF), only 6% declared that they made use of such materials for fixation. Furthermore, there are no case series reports available in the specialized literature and only a small number of published studies investigating their advantages as compared to traditional plates and mini-plates for bone reconstruction.

A variety of different treatment modalities for the treatment of MAFs have been described. The Champy technique has probably been the most commonly used method of fixation to date. Champy et al. recommended a single non-compression miniplate, ventral to the oblique line, for mandibular fractures. Although this technique has been documented to have low complication rates in some studies, as observed in a recent review, the stability of single miniplate fixation for mandibular fractures has been challenged in several biomechanical studies. The use of one standard miniplate leads to the opening of the fracture line at the lower border, lateral displacement of the fragments at the inferior border, and posterior open bite on the fracture side, and this fracture movement is thought to contribute to subsequent complications. More recently, 3D titanium miniplates and screws have been developed. One of the advantages of the technique is the simultaneous stabilization of the tension and compression zones, making the 3D plates a time-saving alternative to conventional miniplates. Although the strut plate is relatively new in the management of mandibular fractures, it has demonstrated good clinical results in the literature.

**Conclusion**

The results of this review identified lower complication rates with the use of 3D miniplate fixation in comparison with the use of standard...
miniplate fixation in the management of mandibular fractures. It is suggested that the advantages of this technique are not limited to technical ease (as presented in the literature), but also include lower patient morbidity.
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